Abstract. This paper is concerned with partially observed stochastic optimal control problems when nonlinearities enter the dynamics of the unobservable state, and the observations as gradients of potential functions. Explicit representations for the information state are derived in terms of a nite-number of su cient statistics. Consequently, the partially observed problem is re-cast as one of complete information with new state generated by a modied version of the Kalman lter. When the terminal cost is quadratic in the unobservable state and includes the integral of the nonlinearities, the optimal control laws are explicitly computed, similar to linear-exponential-quadratic-Gaussian and linear-quadratic-Gaussian tracking problems. The results are applicable to ltering and control of Hamiltonian systems.
Introduction
This paper is a continuation of our previous work, (see 1]), in which we aim to identify classes of nonlinear partially observed stochastic optimal control problems which are equivalent to completely observed control problems with nite-dimensional state space. Thus, establishing Wonham's separation principle for very general classes of nonlinear systems.
The partially observed stochastic control problems we consider involve an < n ?valued unobservable state processx( ) satisfying the stochastic di erential equation dx t = f(t;x t )dt + B(t; u(t; y))dt + G t dw t ;x(0): (1) This is observed through a related < d ?valued observation process y( ) satisfying the stochastic di erential equation dy t = h(t;x t )dt + t dw t + N 1 2 t db t ; y(0) = 0:
Here, w( ); b( ) are, respectively, < k ; < d ?valued independent Wiener processes, independent of the random variablex(0), and u( ) is the control process. The cost function to be minimized over the controls u, which are non anticipating functionals of the observation process is of the general form J (u( )) = E u ( Z T 0`2 (t;x t ; u(t; y)) exp ; > 0; (3) E u denotes expectation with respect to probability measure P u , and t 2 0; T] (T is xed and nite). Note that for = 0, J (u( )) reduces to the usual integral cost function, while for 2 = 0 and ' 2 = 1, J (u( )) reduces to the exponential of integral cost function. The precise de nition of the coe cients of (1)-(3) are stated under assumptions 2.1. In this paper we favour a rather lengthy introduction to explain the key ideas we employ, so that each result derived in subsequent sections is self-explanatory. During the last three decades, the Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) theory has emerged as a powerful design methodology for addressing the optimal control of partially observed systems. When the dynamics and observations are linear in the unobservable state, (the control may enter nonlinearly), and the cost function is not necessarily quadratic, the most important result currently known is Wonham's 2] separation theorem. The attractive feature of the separation theorem is that it allows one to reformulate the problem as one of complete observations, with state the conditional mean generated by the Kalman lter. On the other hand, when the dynamics or observations are nonlinear in the unobservable state, the Kalman lter fails to produce the conditional mean through nite-dimensional stochastic ordinary di erential equations (ODE's), and consequently the traditional separation theorem is no longer applicable. This elementary obstacle has been standing in the way of constructing even a single nonlinear example of an optimal control problem which can be solved explicitly, since the emergence of the LQG theory. Over three decades ago, Mortensen 3] proposed a separation principle applicable to general nonlinear systems with integral cost function namely, (3) with = 0; = 0, by using the conditional distribution of the statex t given the observation history fy s ; 0 s tg as an information state (su cient statistic) on which the control actions should be based on. Mortensen (2)). The resulting completely observed cost is then expressed as a linear functional of the unnormalized conditional density.
In other words, in the Mortensen separation principle the ltering problem is explicitly introduced through the unnormalized conditional density, (generated by the solution of a linear SPDE), which replaces the conditional mean, (generated by the solution of a linear stochastic ODE, the Kalman lter). We note that for LQG systems, or their Wonham generalizations, the conditional distribution and the conditional mean generated by the Kalman lter carry the same information about the observable events, simply because the former has a Gaussian density with deterministic conditional error covariance. Therefore, any success towards establishing a separation theorem for nonlinear systems analogous to that of Wonham depends on the possibility of solving the DMZ equation explicitly. In such a case the cost function can be re-cast in terms of nite-dimensional quantities; the su cient statistics of the ltering problem, (see 6]). Moreover, if these quantities are su cient for the control, in the sense that the conditional distribution depends on the control through the su cient statistics, then the in nite-dimensional conditional distribution can be replaced by the nite-dimensional su cient statistics. Consequently, since the nitedimensional su cient statistics constitute the new state, Mortensen's in nite-dimensional problem can be further reformulated as a standard completely observed control problem and thus, a rigorous veri cation theorem can be derived. In view of these remarks, we believe that progress towards solving the optimal control problem (1)-(3) falls into the arena of solving the nonlinear ltering problem associated with (1)- (2) 
An important observation concerning (7) is that for every di usion equation with nonlinear drift term f( ), there is a Feynman-Kac integral which can be computed explicitly, for example, by setting V (x) = @ @x f(x) + f(x) 2 . In 12], it is pointed out that the information state of exponential of integral control problems namely, (1)-(3) with`2 = 0; ' 2 = 1, satis es a modi ed version of the DMZ equation which includes the additional Feynman-Kac term`1(t;x; u). It was further shown that for stochastic control problems a Riccati equation analogous to (7) can be derived, and that from this equation one can indeed construct large classes of nonlinear control problems having nitedimensional state space. Speci c examples are given in 12, 13] , including the the control analog of Benes lter and the quadratic sensor problem. When the measurements are linear in the unobservable state similar results are derived independently in 14, 15] . Moreover, in 1] the authors consider cost functions of the form (3), and they derive su cient conditions for nonlinear stochastic control problems to be equivalent to Linear-Exponential-QuadraticGaussian (LEQG) and LQG tracking problems. Essential to the equivalence between these nonlinear and linear control problems is the inclusion, in the cost function, of a speci c term related to the nonlinearities in the dynamics of the unobservable state and observations. In this paper we identify new classes of nonlinear optimal control problems which have a nite-dimensional state space, and we formally derive a separation theorem analogous to that of Wonham 2] . From the results of this paper we recover all nite-dimensional classes of nonlinear control problems introduced in 1, 12, 13, 14, 15], and we achieve considerable generalizations. In the ltering arena, the contribution of this paper is the generalization of the nite-dimensional family of Benes 7] , (see also 9]), ltering problems (4), (5) to the following situation: dx t = f(x t )dt + dw t ; dy t = x t dt + dx t + db t ; (8) where f( ) satis es the Riccati equation (5) . Moreover, the ltering of Feynman-Kac integrals, (such as (6)), becomes a special case of the information state approach of Section 2.2. In Section 2, we state the main assumptions associated with (1)- (3), and we employ Mortensen's separation principle to re-cast the problem as one of complete information. The new state satis es a Feynman-Kac type SPDE which is a variant of the DMZ equation. In Section 3, we impose speci c structure on the coe cients of (1)- (3), and we derive explicit solutions for the Feynman-Kac information state equation, and analogous results for the DMZ equation. Here we also show that the estimation algebra of the ltering problem (8) is nite-dimensional. We then show that these classes of control systems are within a gauge transformation equivalent to either LEQG or LQG control problems. Finally, in Section 4 we derive a separation theorem analogous to that of Wonham for the classes of nonlinear systems discussed in Section 3, and we introduce su cient conditions that enable us to compute the optimal control laws explicitly. Moreover, because the information state features the Lur'e-Postnikov form, in that it includes the integral of the nonlinearities in the dynamics, when these nonlinearities satisfy sector criteria we derive explicitly suboptimal control laws, by bounding the total cost from below and from above by that of LEQG or LQG tracking problems.
Problem Formulation

Dynamics
First, we outline the construction of a weak solution for (1), (2) by starting with a reference probability space ( ; A; P) equipped with a complete ltration fF t ; t 2 0; T]g, a pair of adapted standard Wiener processes fw t ; b t ; t 2 0; T]g, and an F 0 measurable random variablẽ To this end, we introduce the main assumptions concerning the coe cients in (1)-(3) which can be relaxed considerably. Throughout the paper expectations with respect to measures P; P u are denoted by E; E u , respectively. Assumptions 2.1 Here j j 2 denotes Euclidean norm. A1. U is a non-empty subset of < m ; A2. f : 0; T] < n ! < n is continuous in t, continuous di erentiable in x, and jf(t; x) ? f(t; z)j Kjx ? zj; jf(t; x)j K(1 + jxj); (9) A3. B : 0; T] U ! < n is Borel measurable, continuous in t, and jB(t; u)j K(1 + juj); A4. h : 0; T] < n ! < d is continuous in t, once continuously di erentiable in t, twice continuously di erentiable in x, and jh(t; x)j K(1 + jxj); (10) A8. The distribution 0 ( ) ofx(0) has a density q 0 ( ) and Z < n exp jxj 2 q 0 (x)dx < 1; for some > 0; A9. N; G; are continuous in t. 2
We now de ne the observation process under the reference measure P. Let C t = t t + N t ; D t = I k ? t C ?1 t t , (I`denotes` `identity matrices and denotes transpose of a matrix unless otherwise speci ed), and de ne the observation process by dy t = t dw t + N 1 2 t db t ; y(0) = 0:
One may verify that (w( );ỹ( )) given by dw t = D 
then (w u ( ); b u ( )) are mutually independent Wiener processes on the system ( ; A; P u ; F t ).
Moreover, using (12) , (13), (14) we may construct a pair of processes (x( ); y( )) which is a unique weak solution of (1), (2) (see 17]).
In nite-Dimensional Stochastic Control
We view the partially observable control problem as that of controlling the evolution of the state process fx t ; t 2 0; T]g through the control process fu(t; y); t 2 0; T]g which observes the measurements fy s ; 0 s tg. We seek a control law which minimizes the cost function J (u ( )) = inf u2Û J(u( )): For each control u 2Û, under the reference measure P, we now 
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We now wish to re-cast the partially observed stochastic control problem described above in terms of a fully observed control problem of controlling the evolution of an information state (which turns out to be a measure-valued process x (x)) + (f(t;x) + B(t; u)) :Dx (x): Notice that when = 0, the de nition of q t ( ) is precisely the de nition of the unnormalized conditional density of the nonlinear ltering problem associated with (1), (2) , and thus satis es the DMZ equation (see 18]). We now have the following representation theorem. Theorem 2.3 Let : < n ! < be a bounded continuous function with compact support, 0 < , and assume q t ( ) has density function q (x; t) q (x; fy s ; 0 s tg; t) given by q t ( ) = ( ; q t ) : = Z < n (x)q (x; t)dx: (17) Then q ( ) satis es the Feynman-Kac SPDE dq (x; t) = (A(t) + `1(t;x; u(t; y))) q (x; t)dt + h(t;x)q (x; t):C ?1 t dy t ? Dx:(G t q (x; t) t )C ?1 t dy t ; (18) q (x; 0) = q 0 (x); (19) where y( ) is given by (12) , and A(t) denotes the formal adjoint of A(t).
Moreover, for each u 2Û the total cost J (u( )) can be represented as
`2(t; ; u(t; y)); q ( ; t) dt + ' 2 (T; ) exp (' 1 (T; )); q ( ; T) ) : (20) Proof. See 
and from (20) we deduce the usual integral cost function
(`2(t; ; u(t; y)); q( ; t))dt + (' 2 (T; ); q( ; T)) ) : (22) 3 Solutions of Feynman-Kac and DMZ Equations
The objective of this section is to derive appropriate conditions for f( ); h( ), so that the in nite-dimensional state process q ( ) governed by the SPDE (18), (19) is con ned to a nite-dimensional manifold, and thus expressed in terms of a nite-number of su cient statistics. These are su cient for the control problem, since q ( ) will then depend on the control through these statistics. Thus, by carrying out the integration of inner product terms ( ; ) present in (20) , we shall recover a standard nite-dimensional completely observed control problem, having as new state these su cient statistics. In other words, we establish Wonham's 2] separation principle for very general classes of nonlinear systems.
The Uncontrolled Scalar Case
Consider rst the following scalar ltering problem: dx t = f(x t )dt + dw t ; x(0); dy t = x t dt + dx t + db t : (23) Then the uncontrolled Fisk-Stratonovich (FS) version of the DMZ equation (21) , that the estimation algebra can be used to identify equivalent ltering problems. In particular, the estimation algebra is invariant under smooth nonsingular coordinate transformations and gauge transformations. In this section we study the estimation algebra of the more general ltering problem (23) . We aim to show that its estimation algebra is nite-dimensional, and so the Wei-Norman procedure can be used to construct the solution of (24). The multidimensional case is analogous and can be treated similarly by introducing additional notation.
De nition 3. exp (c t + t ) = exp ( (x; t)) q t ; (45) where P = P : 0; T] ! < n n ; P t 0; 8t 2 0; T] is a solution of the Riccati equation _ P t = F t P t + P t F t + P t Q t P t ? (P t H t + G t t ) C ?1 t (H t P t + t G t ) + G t G t ; P(0) = P 0 ; (46) r : 0; T] ! < n is the observer state satisfying dr t = (F t + P t Q t ) r t dt + B(t; u(t; y))dt + P t m t dt + (P t H t + G t t ) C ?1 t (dy t ? H t r t dt) ; r(0) = ; Moreover, the cost function is given by
If instead of (34) we consider observations dy t = H txt dt+ t dx t +N exp (c t + t ) = exp ( (x; t)) q t ; (54) where r t 2 < n ; P t = P t 2 < n n ; P t 0; c t 2 <; t 2 < are given as follows:
dr t = F t + P t Q r t dt + B(t; u(t; y))dt + P t m ; t dt + (P t H t + G t t ) C ?1 t (dy t ? H t r t dt) ; r(0) = ; (55) _ P t = F t P t + P t F t + P t Q t P t ? (P t H t + G t t ) C ?1 t (H t P t + t G t ) + G t G t ; P(0) = P 0 ; ; (70) subject to observer dynamics ( ; A; P u ; F y 0;t ) : dr t = F t + P t Q t r t dt + B t u t dt + P t m ; t dt + P t H t N ?1 t db u t ; r(0) = ;b u ( ) Innovations process: (71) There are essentially three methods for characterizing the optimal control law of the above completely observed control problem. The martingale approach, (see 17]), which requires the least regularity assumptions on the admissible control laws, the stochastic analog of Pontryagin's minimum principle, and the dynamic programming approach using a HJ equation, (see 13]). For completeness, we formally employ the latter method, thus for each u 2Û we introduce the the cost-to-go (value function) S EQ : < n 0; T] ! < n : S EQ (r; t) : 26 dx t = tanh(x t )dt + dw 1 t ; x(0) = 0; dz t = (x t + z t ) dt + u(t; y)dt; z(0) = 0; dy t = (x t + z t ) dt + dx t + db t ; y(0) = 0:
We already know from Example 3.10 that the Feynman-Kac information state is nitedimensional given by q (x; t) = exp ( E 2 (x)) q (x; t), where E 2 (x) = 
Equivalence Between Nonlinear and LQG Problems
We shall next establish equivalence between nonlinear and LQG tracking problems, that enable us to construct speci c nonlinear control problems that allow explicit computation of the optimal control laws.
Control System ( LQ ): Suppose assumptions 2.1 hold, the dynamics, observations, and cost function are given by dx t = F 11
